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News From Around The World

Overview
Welcome to D+ February 2014 Newsletter. It is the second
edition of D+ newsletter compiled with some of the news
published in February 2014 on D+.
It was a great month of February for D+ and eagerly looking
forward to the next month as we celebrate at the D+ Carnival
throughout March 2014. Every year, the carnival planned to
promote focused positive news from a specific location in the
world. This year we will celebrate the joys of South America.
The aim of the Carnival 2014 is to indulge, celebrate and
convey happiness and pleasure from the continent of South
America. Earlier D+ celebrated South-East Asian and African
carnivals.
D+ encourages you to organize local events in your country
and celebrate the joy of South America in March 2014. You
can share your event news, pictures and videos with us at
info@dailypositive.org
D+ is a non-profit media initiative that heavily relies on the
generous support from everyone. Please consider a donation
today.

Top News Of The Month
Top News Of The Month is selected based on the feedback
from D+ Facebook fans from around the world.
For the first time a Saudi woman, Somayya Jabarti, was
named editor-in-chief of a daily newspaper in Saudi Arabia.
Let your voice be heard and join us on Facebook.
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Ukraine's opposition leaders and President Viktor Yanukovich signed a European Union
mediated peace pact on 21 February 2014. The agreement opened a way to end the
current political crisis in the country and for an early national election.
An international team of researchers including scientists from Switzerland have found
evidence of naturally occurring antibiotic resistance on the teeth of 1,000 year-old
skeletons.
Ratings agency Moody's has upgraded Spain's government bond rating by one notch to
Baa2, citing progress in structural reforms and improved market access after around five
years of a deep economic downturn.
The Iranian Embassy in London partly reopened more than two years after it shut down
over diplomatic tensions between the Islamic Republic and the United Kingdom.
Dutch scientists at the Delft Technical University have developed the world's smallest
autonomous flapping drone, a dragonfly-like beast with 3-D vision that is able to fly
around by itself and avoid obstacles.
National Minerals Agency of Sierra Leone announced it had discovered a 153 carats
diamond worth $6.2 million, declaring it one of the most precious finds of the past
decade.
The United Nations Security Council unanimously approved a resolution to boost
humanitarian aid access in Syria, a move that is expected to ease some civilian suffering
caused by the current political unrests in the country, if it is implemented quickly and in
good faith.
Bhutan signed a deal with Japanese auto giant Nissan to become a leading global
electric-vehicle nation, taking advantage of its abundance of hydropower. Bhutan, rich
in renewable hydro-electricity, has a strong environmental – and economic – case for
electric vehicles and Nissan will help Bhutan develop its charging infrastructure.
Researchers from Malaysia and Japan have found dinosaur fossil teeth in the rural
interiors of Pahang — the first known discovery of dinosaur remains in Malaysia.
For the first time a Saudi woman, Somayya Jabarti, was named editor-in-chief of a daily
newspaper in Saudi Arabia.
Cricketer Brendon McCullum of New Zealand made history by becoming first Kiwi to
score a Test Triple Century (302).
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